Multiple Choice Questions
Visual Basic 6

The below questions were prepared in January 2002

1. Data Environment is a part of ________
   a) Standard exe   b) ActiveX control   c) Data Project   d) None of these

2. Code for number of pages using data report is ______
   a) %p   b) %P   c) %pg   d) None of these

3. Help content files are saved as ________
   a) DOC   b) RTF   c) PDF   d) None of these

4. Extension of help file is ______
   a) .hpj   b) .hls   c) .hpl   d) None of these

5. _____ is not an operation of Random Access files.
   a) Put   b) Get   c) Cut   d) None of these

6. Access key is ___ key.
   a) SHIFT   b) ALT   c) TAB   d) None of these

7. Division by zero error is _____ type of error
   a) Compile   b) Runtime   c) Logical   d) None of these

8. The _____ function is useful for formatting output and clearing data in fixed length strings.
   a) fix()   b) space()   c) len()   d) None of these

9. ________ returns a specified number of characters from a string
   a) Instr()   b) Mid()   c) Cut()   d) None of these

10. Value of VBCritical is __________
    a) 32   b) 24   c) 8   d) None of these

11. Value of VBYes is __________
    a) 8   b) 6   c) 14   d) None of these

12. Value of VBOkonly is __________
    a) 1   b) 2   c) 0   d) None of these

13. Error code for the message “File Not Found” is ________
    a) 52   b) 54   c) 53   d) None of these
14) ADODB accesses data via _______ provider
   a) OLEDB   b) JET   c) ACCESS   d) None of these

15) Value of VBRetry is __________
   a) 2   b) 4   c) 8   d) None of these

16) To enable database locking, it should be opened in _____ mode
   a) Readonly   b) Exclusive   c) Inclusive   d) None of these

17) The _____ method of the workspace object is used to create a new database.
   a) DatabaseCreate   b) CreateDatabase   c) SaveDatabase   d) None of these

18) By default parameters are passed by ______
   a) Value   b) Reference   c) Bytes   d) None of these

19) Consider the following code and pick out the errors:
   1. clipboard.clear
   2. clipboard.settext = txtedit.seltext
   3. txtedit.seltext = ""
   a) 1 only   b) 1 & 2   c) 3   d) None of these

20) VB syntaxes are __________
    1) Case Sensitive
    2) Case Insensitive
    3) Automatic capitalization of syntaxes will occur when you hit enter key
    a) Both 1 & 2   b) 2 & 3   c) 1 only   d) None of these

21) Extension of ActiveX Control
    a) .axc   b) .ocx   c).cox   d) None of these

22) We add more controls via ____ menu
    a) Project   b) Project | Components   c) Components   d) None of these.

23) By default, you will be viewing ______ module.
    a) Standard   b) Form   c) Class   d) None of these

24) To execute Notepad from your VB application ____ is used.
    a) Pop   b) Shell   c) Display   d) None of these

25) In control array, each index value starts from _____
    a) 1   b) 0   c) 2   d) None of these

26) We use _____ to create menus.
    a) Menu Editor   b) Edit Menu   c) Menu creator   d) None of these
27) MSWord is an example of _____
   a)  SDI  b) MDI  c) Both a&b  d) None of these

28) Backend for VB is _____
   a) Oracle   b) C++  c) Java  d) None of these

29) _____ is the naming convention of Label control.
   a) lel   b) lbl  c) lbe  d) None of these

30) Extension of a standard module is _____
   a)  .BAS  b) .CLS  c) .FRM d) None of these

31) To add Toolbar, we add _______ to the form.
   a)  Microsoft Windows Comm 6.0
   b) Microsoft Common control 6.0
   c) Microsoft Control 6.0
   d) None of these

32) ____________ dialog boxes appear when we use message box.
   a) Input box   b) Predefined   c) Custom  d) None of these

33) A _______ of similar controls will have the same name.
   a) Array   b) Control Array  c) Objects  d) None of these

34) Variables used within a procedure are called as _______ 
   a) Public    b) Local   c) Global  d) None of these

35. There is ___ number of modules in VB
   a)  3   b) 4   c) 5   d) None of these

36. ______ transfers control to a sub procedure, function procedure or DLL
   a)  Public   b) Call   c) Trace  d) None of these

37. ______ is used to translate the string to a number.
   a) str   b) val  c) prompt  d) None of these

38. _____ is a field in a table which contains unique data.
   a) Foreign   b) Primary  c) Both a & b  d) None of these

39. Visual Data Manager can be added by selecting ______
   a) Add - Ins    b) Adds  c) Options  d) None of these

40. Pick out odd man out
   a) DOA    b) DAO   c) RDO   d) None of these